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Book Reviews

Agates: Treasures of the Earth. By Roger Pabian with
Brian Jackson, Peter Tandy, and John Cromartie. Buffalo,
NY: Firefly Books, 2006. 184 pp. Maps, photographs,
glossary, index. $35.00 cloth.

All of us have at one time or another picked up a
"pretty" rock whether from a parking lot or on a field
trip, without always recognizing the beauty that can be
brought out when the rock is cut and polished. Agates:
Treasures of the Earth gives us a revelatory look at this
group of dazzling stones.
Chapters deal with the names of agates, what agates
are, their properties, their geographical distribution, lapidary technology, how agates have been used through the
ages, collecting, and additional ~nformation. The chapter
on agate names offers useful background for understanding some of the confusing terms that have been applied
to these minerals. "What is an agate?" describes defining
characteristics and explains how various agates formed,
how colors developed, and the terminology used in reference to agates and other chalcedony. The physical properties of hardness, toughness, optical characteristics, and
fracture are the focus of the third chapter.
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"Sources of agates" explains where agates are found
around the world. Two important are~s are the midcontinent and north central states of the U.S., including
Nebraska and the Great Plains. The chapter describes
most of the agates found in this region and includes geologic time references. The lapidary chapter covers general
techniques used to cut and polish agates, as well as covering imitations and forgeries. "Uses of agates" explains
how humans have used agates throughout history, accompanied by color photographs. "Collecting" covers general
information on preparing for field trips and things that
need to be taken into account for large-scale collecting.
The volume also contains an extensive list of references
for further research, a comprehensive glossary of terms
that may be unfamiliar to the reader, and a well-organized
index.
As an amateur rock hound, collector, and cutter, I
found the book well written and lucid. Its photos are
spectacular and carefully labeled. I would recommend it
to anyone who wishes to gain a better understanding of
agates. It will certainly help make collecting more enjoyable and productive. Frances V. Belohlavy, School of
Natural Resources, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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